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Abstract 

Enhanced 3D reactor designs are attracting a lot of attention because of their potential for improving heat 

transfer, reducing fouling and improving product selectivities. Typically they implement modifications to 

the internal surface, increasing the surface area or inducing secondary flow structures. Numerical studies 

are frequently used to study these enhanced reactors. Explicitly resolving turbulence, accounting for the 

detailed chemistry, allows for a more accurate assessment of the heat transfer improvement, pressure 

drop changes and the differences in product selectivities due to the improved mixing. Therefore open 

source finite volumes CFD packages OpenFOAM and AVBP have been used to determine the sensitivity 

of the simulation results on the respective numerical methods and sub-grid scale models implemented in 

both codes. The effect of the internal surface modifications on the product yields has been evaluated 

based on the detailed information on the time and length scales of the turbulent structures. 
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Introduction
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Tubular reactors are used extensively in the chemical and 

petrochemical industry, both for gas-phase processes such 

as pyrolysis or ethene dichloride cracking and gas-solid 

processes such as hydrogen production via catalytic steam 

reforming. The common denominator in all the 

aforementioned processes is the endothermic nature of the 

reactions. Thermal energy for the reactions is typically 

provided by suspending the tubular reactors in a furnace in 

which a hydrocarbon fuel is combusted. The efficiency of 

the process is mainly determined by the heat transfer 

efficiency of the combustion energy to the reacting process 

gas inside the reactor tubes. 

 

The heat transfer efficiency can be improved by 

modifying the internal surface of the tube to obtain a 

variety of coils referred to as enhanced reactors (Van 

Cauwenberge et al., 2015). The internal surface 

modifications promote the heat transfer via two physical 

principles. On the one hand, longitudinal and helicoidal 

fins increase the surface area for heat transfer and hence 

also the total heat flux to the reactor. Reactor types 

belonging to this category have been applied successfully 

since the 1980s and are currently still in use. On the other 

hand, internal structures are added to promote turbulence 

and to induce secondary flow structures in the radial and 

azimuthal directions. The Mixing Element Radiant Tube 

(MERT) and variations are an example of this category. 

The major drawback of these enhanced reactor geometries 

is the higher pressure drop, affecting both process 

selectivity and yields.  

 

The optimization of these enhanced reactor tubes has 

been the subject of numerical studies (Schietekat et al., 

2014). Many of these studies resort to Reynolds-averaged 

Navier-Stokes equations where values for the Reynolds 

stresses are obtained via closure models. As these models 



  
 

require tuning to experiments to be reliable, their 

predictive capabilities are limited. Turbulence resolving 

techniques such as Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and 

Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) limit or avoid the use 

of closure models by resolving the effect of turbulence 

explicitly: turbulent eddies are captured by defining a 

sufficiently small time step and sufficiently high mesh 

resolution. Eddy resolving simulations, in particular LES 

have been applied for the design of heat exchangers and 

turbine blade cooling but the simulation of tubular reactors 

in combination with detailed chemistry is novel. 

Simulation of enhanced pyrolysis reactors 

LES simulations of enhanced tubular reactors 

implementing a detailed chemical reaction network for 

pyrolysis have been carried out in this work. The 

methodology was based on the non-reactive simulations in 

the following reference (Van Cauwenberge et al., 2015). 

The current simulations provide detailed insight in the time 

and length scales of the additional turbulent structures 

introduced in the fluid by the enhanced reactor geometry, 

graphically represented in Figure 1 for a finned tube. 

Additionally, the link between product yields and internal 

mixing is elucidated as the turbulence-chemistry 

interaction is explicitly resolved.  

 

 

Figure 1. Time-averaged in-plane velocity vectors and 
contours of in-plane velocity magnitude in a finned tube 

(Van Cauwenberge et al., 2015). 

Previous work has been executed using the open 

source finite volume packages OpenFOAM (Van 

Cauwenberge et al., 2015) and AVBP (Zhu, 2015). In this 

work, both packages have been used in parallel to 

determine the sensitivity of the simulation results on the 

respective numerical methods and sub-grid scale models 

implemented in both codes. Therefore a ribbed geometry 

has been simulated. For example, Figure 2 shows the 

instantaneous butane conversion in a ribbed reactor, 

representative for an industrially applied MERT reactor. In 

this case, the recirculation zone after the rib induces a 

higher local conversion, while secondary flow structures 

originating from the rib protrude in the bulk fluid. 

Azimuthal recirculation is clearly present as can be seed on 

the radial cross-section. The influence of these phenomena 

on product selectivities and local fouling will be discussed. 

 

Figure 2. Instantaneous C4H10 conversion in a ribbed 
reactor. 

Conclusion 

LES simulations of enhanced pyrolysis reactors have 

been carried out using the open source packages 

OpenFOAM and AVBP. Explicitly resolving turbulence, 

accounting for the detailed chemistry, provides a more 

accurate assessment of the heat transfer improvement, 

pressure drop changes and the differences in product 

selectivities due to improved mixing. The importance of 

the effect of the internal surface modifications on the 

product yields has been demonstrated based on the detailed 

information on the time and length scales of the turbulent 

structures. 
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